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[Chap. 76]

Resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special commission
RELATIVE TO AGRICULTURAL LAND USE AND THE PRESERVATION OF FARMING.

Resolved, That an unpaid special commission to consist of two members of the
senate to bo designated by the president thereof, five members of the house of
representatives to be designated by the speaker thereof, and two persons to be
appointed by the governor, is hereby established to make an investigation and
study of land use in the commonwealth. Said commission shall consult and co-
operate with appropriate government agencies, officials of town governments,
state farm organizations and others for the purpose of ensuring such use of agricul-
tural land and farming as to ensure its proper preservation. Said commission shall
investigate the subjects of taxation, zoning, and eminent domain as they relate to
agriculture and farming, and such legislative or administrative activities which
affect agriculture. Said commission shall be provided with quarters in the state
house or elsewhere, and may expend for clerical assistance, expert and other assist-
ance, such sums as may be appropriated therefor. Said commission may hold
hearings, may summon and examine witnesses and require by subpoena the produc-
tion of books and papers, and may travel within and without the commonwealth
in the performance of its duties. Said commission shall report to the general court
theresults of its investigation and study, and its recommendations, if any, together
with drafts of legislation necessary to carry such recommendations into effect, by
filing the same with the clerk of the senate on or before the first Wednesday in
March in the year nineteen hundred and fifty-eight. Approved May 22, 1967.

RESOLVE CREATING THE COMMISSION.



REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON AGRI-
CULTURAL LAND USE AND PRESERVATION OF
FARMING.

March 5, 1958.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.

The Special Commission on Agricultural Land Use and Preserva-
tion of Farming, created hy chapter 76 of the Resolves of 1957,
herewith submits its report.

Pursuant to the adoption of the resolve, the President of the
Senate designated as Senate members, Otto F. Burkhardt of West-
field and Stanley J. Zarod of Indian Orchard. The Speaker of the
House of Representatives appointed the following members of the
House: Philip A. Quinn of Spencer, Thomas E. Enright of Pitts-
field, Manuel V. Medeiros of Dartmouth, John Brox of Dracut, and
George I. Spatcher of Attleboro. His Excellency, the Governor,
appointed Henry Renouf of Belchertown and Howard Haines
Murphy of Walpole.

Although the Commission was created on May 22, 1957, the mem-
bership was not completed until the appointments by the Governor
on October 23. The first-named Senator then called an Executive
Session and organized with Sen. Otto F. Burkhardt as chairman
Rep. Philip A. Quinn as vice-chairman, and Ruth E. Nelson as
secretary

Plans were made at the first meeting to hold several public hear-
ings in various parts of the State in order to carry out the directives
appearing in the resolve creating the Commission.

Such plans were of necessity curtailed, since only a small sum of
money was allotted to the investigation and study by the Legis-
lature.

Hearings were held, however, in Amherst, Worcester and Boston.
Many consultations were had by the members of the Commission
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with state officials and associations, as well as the public, in an
effort to study and investigate the subject of farm taxation, zoning;tigate the subject of farm taxation, zoning
of agricultural land, and taking of farm lands by eminent domain

irious governmental agencies. The Commission also con
Ed earlier reports of the Legislature on these subj

History of Land Us

The total land area of Massachusetts is computed as 5,034,880
acres. The U. S. Soil Conservation Service has grouped this into%
seven so-called Land Capability Classes of which only Classes I
and II are suitable for cultivation without the use of intensive con-
servation practices. There are approximately 220,000 acres of
Class I land and 572,000 of Class II land. These figures include
the potential as well as the actual acres now in agricultural use.
In other words, there are only 800,000 acres more or less within the
Commonwealth which are suitable for tillage by virtue of their soil
type, including fertility, their drainage, their relative freedom from
erosion hazard, their lack of stoniness, etc. Much of this is river-
bottom land, such as in the Connecticut Valley, and is operated
by tobacco and truck farmers for intensive use.

Classes 111 and IV land, of which we have in the vicinity of
1,400,000 acres, are suitable for a more extensive agriculture, for
hay and pasture, and are used by dairy and livestock farmers.
Some of this land is suitable for tillage if extensive conservation
practices are employed, such as terracing, strip cropping, tilling,
etc. Also with substantial capital investment, the use of heavy
equipment for stone removal, levelling, etc., some of this land can
be improved and brought, say, from Class 111 to Class II grouping.
However, this is a purely economic matter, and a much larger invest-
ment would be required than agriculture as a whole is capable of to
change a significant acreage of our land to a classification more
suitable for tillage.

The remaining 2,800,000 acres are suitable for woodland, wildlife
and recreational purposes. This represents 56 per cent of all the
land in Massachusetts. At the present time it is largely neglected,
and providing a minimal return in timber, game or recreation. The
Commission believes that a careful study of possible and practical
uses of this vast acreage should be undertaken, and so recommends.

This leaves the conclusion that evidently 44 per cent of the land
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of the Commonwealth appears to be serving the needs of 100 per
cent of its population. These 2,200,000 acres are in demand for a
multitude of uses, and are to a considerable extent already being
used for tow and city sites, industry, shopping centers, airports
highways, etc., in addition to serving our total agricultural
prise. The responsibility of this Comm;

rralpressures mr
rder to determine how much of this rapidlyy

protected and retai

Real Estate Taxi
One of the most severe pressures on farm land, especially in the

more populous areas, is the real e;
required to value land at its pote
despite the Report of the Speci
published on January 15, 1955,
this connection:

ate tax. Assessors are apparently

itial rather than its use value, this
al Commission on Farm Taxation
House, No. 2390, which states in

Unless we believe that residential and manufacturing properties are to wipe out
the farmer who still cultivates his land, because the land may be more valuable or
bring higher prices for residential and manufacturing purposes, we come to the
natural conclusion that the usefulness of the farmer’s land for farming purposes
must still be the test of its value. In fairness to the farmer, he should not be subject
to increased taxation due to increased valuations based upon factors other than the
value to the farmer as a farm.

There is before the Legislature at this time a bill. Senate, No. 235
based on legislation enacted in Maryland, which requires farm lan

assessed as such while it is so used, and not on any so-called
higher use. Although this Commission believes Senate, No. 235
be in the nature of a stop-gap measure and not sufficiently definitive

rports the purpose of this bill and recommends it
aao

In the cranberry industry, however, there appears to be a special
problem created by the valuation of bogs on the basis of their hi

illy maximum earning po- shest sale price which i
ne instances was as much as $5,000 per acre. At that time, in

1940’5, a valuation, for tax purposes, of $l,OOO to $2,000
per acre was economically tenable to the growers. However

he tax valuation of bhas created a situation in which the tax
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average is above their selling price today. Since the cranberry
growing area of Massachusetts, with but a few other similar areas
in the United States, is uniquely fitted by nature for this industry,
the Commission feels that every effort should be exerted to protect
and preserve it.

Eminent Domain.

The exercise of the right of eminent domain is presumably under-
taken for the public good. However, of late years it is becoming
increasingly clear that it is doing great individual harm in many
instances, and may not be serving the public interest in some in-
stances. Testimony has been presented to the Commission in the
following areas:

(1) Land is taken with little or no regard to the effect of the
taking on the adjacent land. For instance, in our richest river-
bottom land tracts tend to run up and down the valley. A 100-
acre field might be a mile long and no more than 1,000 feet wide
at its widest point. A highway run through the middle of this
tract, if the right of were 200 feet, would actually take and pay
for about 25 acres, although the remaining 75 acres ivould be ren-
dered practically valueless for farming. Not only would two long,
narrow strips be proportionately more expensive to operate than the
original, compact lot, but the operator would find it difficult, and
in the case of a limited access highway, impossible to transport his
machinery from one side to the other. This division of tracts of
land and of entire farms without consideration of the effects upon
the remaining land or the remaining business as a wdiole requires
serious consideration. The Commission believes that in many if

tract or farm should be taken and
le the original owner is left finan-

not all such instances the entire
the unneeded portion resold, w'

allv able to locate elsewhere.
ill appraised value of land taken
mount offered to the owner, but

(2) At the present time the
by eminent domain is not the
usually a smaller “bargaining amount. The Commission feels
that the full amount should be offered immediately

(3) Payments for land takings are frequently delayed for long
periods of time, running occasionally into years. The Commission
recommends that the full amount of the appraised value be made
available in the form of credit if desired or needed by the owner.
This full credit should be available immediately upon request.
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(4) The nuisances created by leaving livestock farms unfenced,
by diverting water into fields so as to do serious damage, by laying
culverts above grade so as to prevent adequate drainage of land on
the high side, by laying pipe lines, cables or any utilities at insuffi-
cient depth so as to interfere with deep tillage or drainage require-
ment, can all be easily remedied by setting minimum standards of
performance. The Commission recommends that such standard
be set.

Zoning and Board of Health Regulation;

All zoning and most board of health regulations by their very
nature are keyed to the urban and suburban communities. This
frequently leaves farmers as an outcast group, upon which zoning
by-laws and health regulations act primarily as an oppressive if not
prohibitive force. For instance, those odors incident to the normal
operation of a livestock enterprise currently permit a board of health
to close out such an enterprise. This is a dubious power. Zoning
at the present time is not only able to zone a farmer “out” of ex-
panding, though this may be necessary for his survival, bub can
zone him “in” to a residential or other area where the real estate
tax as well as other requirements would soon annihilate him. This
leads to the question heading the following consideration:

Is farm land necessary in Massachusetts? Testimony from the
Department of Agricultural Economics at the University of Massa-
chusetts indicated that the abandonment of farms is proceeding at
an accelerated rate. However, if farms are abandoned in the
twenty-four towns of the Connecticut Valley at no faster rate in
the next thirty years than has been the case in the past thirty,
there will not be a single farm left in the valley. There appears to
be some urgency for the consideration of the problem.

Five different reasons were presented to the Commission for pre-
serving either the present agricultural land of the Commonwealth
or at least large areas of open land not necessarily agricultural. In
presenting them the Commission does not indicate its own subscrip-
tion to them, but does feel that they may give direction for future
studies. (See Appendix A.)

(1) Future Food Supply. Statistical indications are that by
1975 there will be a 40 per cent increase in the demand for food.
This will require conservatively a 6 per cent greater amount of farm
land than is currently in agricultural use. Logically, a fast dimin-
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isning supply of a non-renewable resource just preceding a foresee-
able need for even more than exists at present could be catastrophic.
Ihose who subscribe to the validity of these statistics are willing
to take drastic measures to compel farmers or owners of Class I and
Class II land to leave it available for future use. Zoning is the most
frequent device mention

2) National Defense. Relatively few individuals w
,o believe that food productiontively strong convict

should be widely scattered arou the country and situated close^to all centers of population st ) act as insurance against mter-
war or even in case of serious
ie disaster could be arranged to
in Massachusetts it would seem

rupted communications in case of
natural disasters. If the war or
take place at a suitable time of yea

to have a degree of validity. Zor
relief is given as the device to brim

ing or some kind of special tax
C this about.

(3) Social Value of Agriculture. With the increasing numbers
itions, by big government andof people employed by big corpor

influenced by big unions to a certain uniformity of thought, it was
proposed that the traditional American rugged individualism was
being threatened, and that the independent farmer might well be
its last bulwark. Preserve the farmer in order to preserve demo-
cracy. No incentive was proposed

(4) Water Supply. Most of the precipitation upon which we
depend for our water supply falls on open land. That which fall
on cities and is funnelled into storm drains or added to flood waters

est reservoir for water storage,
minated”, and upon which we
rvation practices, the safer our

total loss. Since soil is our lari
the more of it we preserve “uncont
can carry out increasing water cons*
supply

5) Recreation. Although agriculture has brought to Mass«
chusetts some $2OO million in new wealth annually, the booming
tourist trade or recreation has grown to bring the Commonwealth
$4OO million a year and is still on the way up. However, tourists
are attracted not only by beaches and resorts, but also by an attrac-
tive countryside, by farms, farm scenes and animals, and a prosper-
ous agriculture in general. Some tourists even want to get away
from the crowds, want an opportunity for privacy and contemph
tion. The untrapped resource of the farms can provide this. The
Commission recommends that possibly as an adjunct to the land
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acquisition program of the Department of Natural Resources the
Commonwealth investigate possible ways in which it could assist
farmers in developing their recreational facility

In view of the complexity of the foregoing prol
this report, and because of the very short time which this Comn

sion has had to make this investigation and study, we recomme:
that it be revived and continued to the first Wednesday in Decem-
ber, 1959, in order that a full and complete study may be prep£

and proper recommendations made. In order to accomplish that
purpose we attach hereto Appendix

Conclusion.

The Commission concludes from the foregoing testimony that
the preservation of well-planned and advantageously situated open
spaces, including some of the best farm land, is highly desirable
for the welfare of the Commonwealth. Such land as is particularly
adapted to a special use as that devoted to cranberry growing, for

instance, which is virtually unique in its area, should be preserved
without qualification. Pressures on Class I and II land from so-
called higher use demand, i.e., uses that bring a greater immediate
economic return, should be eased by whatever devices are available
However, the Commission wishes to interject a warning here that
the extent to which the normal operations of a relatively free econ-
omy should be curtailed bv legal prohibitions has not yet been

I and II land now in agriculturalfully demonstrated. Much Clas
Id in anticipation of eventual saleuse was purchased and is being h x :K

le would be tantamount to dis-for higher use. To prohibit sucl
ly. Changes of this nature musinheriting the owner and his ff

be made slowly even in the face e
As its final recommendation tl

t great urgency

Commission suggests the estab-
the State charged with the dlishment of a special agency by)i

land use within the Common-of making a cont
termine what landwealth. to chart trends and chan

,d keep up to dateis best suite
dicate the areas naturally bestaland resources map which wc
hunting, water supply, housing,fitted for agriculture, recreatioi

iging circumstances may callindustry and whatever other u
in providing guide lines for thefor. The value of such an agen
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growth of all interests
mendation with which

alike make its establishment a fitting recom
to close this report.with which

Respectfully submitted,

Chairman.

Vice-Chairman.
THOMAS E. ENRIGHT,
GEORGE I. SPATCHER,
JOHN BROX,
MANUEL V. MEDEIROS,
STANLEY J. ZAROD,
HOWARD HAINES MURPHY
HENRY RENOUF.

OTTO F. BURKHARDI

PHILIP A. QUINN
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight.

Resolvf reviving and continuing the special commission
ESTABLISHED TO INVESTIGATE AND STUDY LAND USE AND PRES-
ERVATION OF FARMING.

Resolved, That the unpaid special commission, established
by chapter seventy-six of the resolves of nineteen hundred and
fifty-seven, to make an investigation and study of land use in the
commonwealth, is hereby revived and continued for the purpose
of further considering that subject. Said commission shall con-
sult and co-operate with appropriate government agencies,

1
9

3
4
o
6

tate farm organizations and others
uch use of agricultural land and
■r preservation. Said commission
of taxation, zoning, and eminent
riculture and farming, and such
.ctivities which affect agriculture.

7 officials of town government
8 for the purpose of ensurin
9 farming as to ensure its prop-

10 shall investigate the subjec
11 domain as the}' relate to agriculture and farming, and such
12 legislative or administrative activities which affect agriculture.
13 Said commission shall be provided with quarters in the state

re, and may expend for clerical assistance,house or el14
the unexpended balance of the

0258-05 of section 2 of chapter 743
expert and other assistance,
amount appropriated by item 0
of the acts of 1957; and such s
priated therefor. Said comm
summon and examine witness
production of books and papi
without the commonwealth ir
Said commission shall report

15
16

iditional sums as may be appro-
ssion may hold hearings, may

17
18

and require by subpoena the
and may travel within and

19
20

he performance of its duties.21
o the general court the results99

23 of its investigation and study, and its recommendations, if any

24 together with drafts of legislation necessary to carry such recom-
-25 mendations into effect, by filing the same with the clerk of the
26 senate on or before the first Wednesday in December in the year
27 nineteen hundred and fifty-nine.

Appendix A
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